Enterprise technological innovation is featured by multi-level, multi-index, complex with uncertain information. This paper studies the measurement of enterprise technological innovation capability based on measurement index system that can reflect the innovation ability in an objective and systematic way. This index system is constructed according to certain rules and standards and sheds light on the measurement index model based on Euclidean distance and Information axiom. In this model, measurement indicators of different types are standardized and Euclidean distance is established. Then the weight of information content produced by Euclidean distance is calculated to get the comprehensive information content so as to measure the enterprise technological innovation capability. Measurement of three enterprises proves the model to be systematic, scientific and feasible.
Introduction
In the era of knowledge-based economy, with the development of science and technology and the rising market competition, enterprise technological innovation has become the driven force of the sustainable development as well as the core factor of competition. Therefore, it is necessary to increase the enterprise's innovation capability to be more competitive in the market [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Currently, many researchers, home and abroad, have studies the measurement of enterprise technological innovation with fruitful progress [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, there is a lack of consensus on measurement analysis principles, the construction of measurement index system, analysis method and the selection of model. So it is hard to reflect the overall quality of the measurement. Some analytical methods and models are not operational or feasible. Thus, this paper proposes a measurement model based on information axiom and previous researches.
(1) Systematic principle: The process of technological innovation is summed as innovation accumulation, R and D, manufacturing, sales and reaching economic profits. Therefore, the index system should reflect the actual capability of technological innovation in an all-round way. This is a complicated process of system engineering decision analysis.
(2) Scientific principle: Indicators should not overlap each other. The index system should both address relevant problems of measurement and make sure a clear definition and an objective, accurate and fair measurement and analysis result.
(3) Feasibility principle: The measurement indicators should be feasible and practical, which means the data is acquired effectively, simply and conveniently for effective measurement and analysis.
(4) Purpose principle: Measurement indicators should reflect the level of enterprise technological innovation capability and be able to point out the weaknesses in innovation so as to provide reference and guidance for further improvement.
(5) Layer-clear principle: Measurement indicators of each layer should be distinguished from each other and have clear hierarchy and differences to that they are comparable. (6) Comprehensive principle: Measurement indicators should reflect the technological innovation in an all-round way. The whole and inner connection of different factors that affect the selection of indicators should be guaranteed. Otherwise, indicators may be incomplete. (7) Quantitative and qualitative principle: Some indicators and quantitative indicators while others are qualitative ones. Quantitative indicators can produce the accurate quantitative description model. Qualitative indicators can produce fuzzy membership or fuzzy interval description. This ensures the effectiveness of the measurement model of enterprise technological innovation capability.
The Construction of Measurement Index System of Enterprise Technological Innovation Capability
According to abovementioned principles and after consulting with relevant experts and data, the measurement index system is shown in Table 1 aimed at the manufacturing and sale process of technological innovation while taking into consideration human resources, money, innovation institution and innovation prospect. 
Measurement Model of Enterprise Technological Innovation Capability based on Information Axiom

Analysis of Information Content Based on Information Axiom
Axiom design was first introduced by Profesor Suh N P of MIT in 1990. It was the application of Shannon information theory in the field of design as well as an effective decision method [10] [11] [12] [13] . Information axiom is an important design theory. It refers to that under the independent axiom, the system with the maximum information content I is the best one. Information content I is defined as the logarithmic function of the probability that the system meets the given design requirement. There is:
In the expression, P refers to the probability that the system meets the given design requirement.
As the probability function is random, the probability can be expressed as:
In the expression,   s pD refers to the probability distribution function; a refers to the down limit of the design range; b refers to the up limit of the design range; C A refers to the area enclosure by system range and design range.
Standardization of Measurement Indicators
In the measurement index system, some indictors are quantitative indicators while others are qualitative indicators that are fuzzy and uncertain and require fuzzy language for description.
Therefore, in order to effectively analyze the measurement, there is a necessity to standardize indicators of different type. Suppose all the indicators value can be expressed in the form of interval value, that is, 
In the expression,
It is the maximum norm of design scheme i about measurement indicator j .
It is the minimum norm of design scheme i about measurement indicator j .
Calculation Model of Information Content of Measurement Indicator
Through the analysis of measurement indicators, it is clear the probability distribution function in which different indicators should meet the analysis requirement is not available. So, it is necessary to deal with the indicator value. In this paper, Euclidean distance is introduced for this purpose.
As measurement indicators after standardization have unified scale standard, the optimal measurement indicator sequence  V can be constructed. 
In the expression:
The Euclidean distance between measurement indicator j and the optimal indicator sequence  V under measurement analysis scheme i is:
The closeness degree between measurement indicator j and the optimal indicator sequence  V under measurement analysis scheme i is:
The meaning of expression (10) 
Expression (12) shows that the closer measurement indicator j is to the optimal indicator, the smaller the information content ij I of measurement indicator j will be.
Under such circumstance, the measurement analysis scheme is the best one and vice versa.
If the value of measurement indicator j is acquired, calculate the information content in the same way as addressed above, the information content sequence Then the measurement analysis scheme i is the optimal measurement scheme which means this scheme has the best technological innovation capability.
Case Study and Model Test
This paper takes the technological innovation capability of three enterprises as samples and tests the algorithm and model. Measurement indicator values are acquired after survey, statistics, analysis and expert consultation. Results are shown in Table 2 . Standardize measurement indicators of different types as is shown in Table 3 . Euclidean distance is acquired as is shown in Table 4 . Considering the weight of indicators, the information content sequence of three enterprises is:   0.089,0.136,0.103 I  . According to the optimal principle based on information axiom, enterprise 1 has the least information content under the measurement index system and the best technological innovation capability.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a measurement model of enterprise technological innovation capability while addressing the problems in the measurement analysis. This model realizes the standardization of measurement indicators of different types by establishing a measurement index system. it also calculate the Euclidean distance and proposes an improved calculation model of information content which makes it possible to measure the enterprise technological innovation capability. By practical test, the model is proved to be effective and feasible. It has a simple physical definition and calculation method with high accuracy and reliability. It can provide a good support for the computed-based intelligence technological innovation. It also serves as guidance to the development of enterprise technological innovation so as to increase the competitiveness of the enterprise.
